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Advantages at a glance

Integration
tenfold offers a wide range of plugins 
allowing you to integrate systems from major 
vendors as well as custom applications.

What Is tenfold?
tenfold is the leading Identity and Access Management solution for 
mid-market organizations. We make sure your users get access to the 
data they need – but only for as long as they need it.

Better Cybersecurity
Role-based access management 
and periodic access reviews 
mitigate the risk of data  
breaches and other security 
incidents.

Higher Productivity
Save time and money with 
automated user management, 
workflows, self-service access 
requests and item-level 
permission reporting.

Achieve Compliance
Change tracking and data 
ownership help you stay in line 
with regulations like GDPR, 
CCPA, ISO 27001, PCI-DSS, 
HIPAA and more.
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Data Governance Tools Enterprise Solutions tenfold

Features Limited management 
capabilities, zero flexibility 

Excessive scope,  
highly complex

All-in-one  
solution for mid-market 
companies

Implementation  
Time

No flexibility – short 
implementation time

Long & complicated 
projects, months 
to years

Up and running  
within days 

Third-Party  
Support

None Difficult setup, 
requires custom 
programming

Easy integration with 
cloud & on-prem services

Costs Inexpensive at first glance, 
but considerable hidden 
costs 

High initial costs,  
soaring operational  
expenses

Flexible subscription  
options & low   
implementation costs

Features

Why Choose tenfold?
tenfold‘s mid-market focus makes it the best choice for medium-sized 
organizations and a better fit than data governance tools aimed at small 
businesses or enterprise solutions for large and complex corporations.

Identity & Access   
Management
Manage user accounts and 
access rights easily and securely 
through a central, automated 
platform.

User Access  
Reviews 
Periodic access reviews by data 
owners prevent privilege creep 
and help reduce the risk of data 
breaches.

Role-Based  
Access Control
Define default permissions 
based on department, position 
or other attributes to ensure 
appropriate access for all users.

Change  
Tracking
Always know who had access to 
what, when and why thanks to 
detailed change-tracking and 
audit-proof logs.

Data  
Owners
Assign data owners for specific 
resources to manage access, 
respond to requests and conduct 
reviews.

Self-Service &  
Workflows
Empower users and free up your 
IT staff with self-service access 
requests and customizable 
approval workflows.



What’s next?
Try it for free:
www.tenfold-security.com/en/free-trial

Get a quote:
www.tenfold-security.com/en/tenfold-pricing

Watch our demo
www.tenfold-security.com/en/tenfold-demo


